Abstract. Conventional storage management systems provide one interface for accessing memory segments and another for accessing secondary storage objects. This hinders application programming and affects overall system performance due to mandatory data copying and userlkernel boundary crossings, which in the microkernel case may involve context switches. Memoly-mapping techniques may be used to provide programmers with a unified view of the storage system. This paper extends such techniques to support a shared data object model for distributed computing environments in which good support for coherence and synchronization is essential. The approach is based on a microkernel, typed memory objects, and integrated coherence control. A microkernel architecture is used to support multiple coherence protocols and the addition of new protocols. Memory objects are typed and applications can choose the most suitable protocols for different types of object to avoid protocol mismatch. Low-level coherence control is integrated with high-level concurrency control so that the number of messages required to maintain memory coherence is reduced and system-wide synchronization is realized without severely impacting the system performance. These features together contribute a novel approach to the support for flexible coherence under application control.
Introduction
The conventional approach to main memory and storage management is based on a two-level store architecture, which provides one interface defined by programming languages to access memory segments and another defined by file systems to access persistent data residing in secondary storage. The mapping between the two types of data is usually done in part by the file system and in part by explicit user translation code. The explicit user translation code has to be written and included in each program. This includes the code concerned with the explicit movement of data between main and backing store and the code required to change the representation of the data for long term preservation and restoration. The quality and productivity of software development is impaired by the mapping [5]. Moreover, operating system performance is compromised because of mandatory data copying and unnecessary userkernel boundary crossings, which in the microkernel case may involve context switches [ 11,261.
If a database system is implemented on top of this architecture, double paging [27] may cause resources to be used inefficiently and may lead to the double paging unomaly [14], where a significant increase in the number of page faults occurs with an increase in buffer pool size without a corresponding increase in physical memory.
Memory mapping [26] provides a uniform view of both volatile and persistent data. It also provides better performance for accessing persistent data because mandatory information copying and unnecessary userkernel boundary crossings (or context switches in microkemels) are avoided. Double paging is also eliminated. Memory-mapped file abshactions have been provided by many single machine operating systems, such as Unix, Mach and Windows NT. In distributed environments, objects7 may be mapped simul-7 Global persistent data items are referred to as objects in this paper.
0967-1846/95/040202+10$19.50 0 1995 The British Computer Society, The Institution of Electrical Engineers and IOP Publishing Ltd the ability to enforce modularity behind memory protection boundaries. It is easy to implement, install and debug new services, since adding or changing a service does not mean stopping the system and rebooting with a new kernel. The COMMOS architecture distinguishes itself from other microkernel-based systems by clearly separating the coherence server from the external pager [l, 13,201 and providing typed memory objects. This separation makes it easier to provide multiple coherence protocols and to add new protocols. The support for typed memory objects allows different coherence protocols and paging algorithms to be applied to different types of memory object. Based on these approaches, applications can advise the system of the most suitable coherence protocols and paging algorithms to be used to avoid protocol mismatch. Also, low-level coherence control is integrated with high-level concurrency control. This reduces the number of messages required to maintain object coherence and realizes system-wide synchronization without a centralized concurrency control mechanism.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 briefly reviews related research and compares the major issues addressed with those of COMMOS. Section 3 describes the COMMOS architecture, section 4 discusses the design issues, section 5 presents a prototype implementation and section 6 reports the performance measurements. Section 7 describes a prototype persistent C++ class library as a valueadding client.
taneously on multiple networked sites. This presents challenges in the area of coherence and concurrency control. Many protocols have been developed to tackle the systemwide cache coherence problem both in distributed shared memory systems (DSM) and in distributed file systems with client caching. These protocols can be used for memorymapped object systems but a single, system-provided protocol cannot be expected to perform well for all applications. For example, optimistic concimency control has minimal overheads but it is only suitable for systems where contention is unlikely [6] . Pessimistic concunency control, on the other hand, involves higher overheads but it is more suitable for systems where a high contention rate is likely. Even in pessimistic concurrency control, different coherence protocols are suitable for different applications. Two kinds of commonly used protocols, namely write-invalidate and write-update, are considered here. Suppose that the page is the unit of coherence control. The list of nodes that have a valid cached copy of an object page for read is called the copy set of the page. The node that has the most recent write access to an object page hence has the up-to-date page contents is called the owner of the page. In write-invalidate protocols, when a process attempts to write to an object page, it has to instruct the copy set of the page to invalidate their caches before it can go ahead. Any subsequent read accesses from nodes other than the owner will cause a copy of the page to be shipped from the owner. In the write-update protocols, each modification to an object page is written through to the copy set. In the case that the copy set is relatively stable and the page is accessed many times by each node, the write-update protocols will perform better. For example, if the size of the copy set is n, for each write~access, n RPC calls are required in the writeupdate. protocols while 2n RPC calls are needed in the write-invalidate protocols if the page is accessed again by all the nodes in the copy set after the updating. On the other hand, if the copy set changes dynamically, the write-invalidate protocols are expected to perform better since there is no need to ship data to those nodes that are in the copy set but do not use the data in the near future. This leads to a conclusion that support for multiple coherence protocols and adding new protocols is desirable in a general distributed environment. This paper examines the issues involved in supporting a shared data object model for distributed computing environments. It proposes a coherent, memory-mapped object system (COMMOS) [16] architecture to integrate main memory with secondary memory and local memory with remote memory. The primary aim of COMMOS is neither to provide a shared virtual address space as a global abstraction nor to provide an object database management system although both can be implemented as value-adding services of COMMOS. COMMOS is to provide a general flexible architectural framework for a shared data object model, which is able to accommodate multiple coherence protocols to meet different applications' requirements and to easily add new coherence protocols to extend the system.
The approach is based on a microkernel [l, 13,201 , typed memory objects, and integrated coherence control. The major advantages of microkernels are openness and
Related work
Apollo Domain [22] was one of the earliest systems to assure coherence of shared memory-mapped objects in a local area network of workstations. It had the same goal as COMMOS to provide a coherent integrated virtual memory in distributed systems and had the notion of type but it did not m&e use of this property to provide clients with the flexibility to choose the way objects are managed.
Mach [13] , Chorus [l] and the V system [15] are microkemel-based systems. Lightweight processes and efficient message passing are supported and memorymapped secondary storage objects are managed by external pagers. V++ takes a step further to allow applications to control the usage of physical memory. Coherence is achieved through the construction of new external pagers in user space. Each external pager usually supports only one coherence protocol. COMMOS borrows many ideas from these systems, especially in the construction of the low-level memory management layer. However COMMOS distinguishes itself by clearly separating the coherence server from the external pager. The separation makes it easier to support multiple coherence protocols and the addition of new protocols. The provision of typed memory objects allows clients to choose the most suitable protocols for different types of object.
Clouds [4], Choices [28] and Spring [ZO] are organized using an object-oriented approach. All components of the operating system are treated as objects. In Clouds and Spring, there is no explicit interprocess communication mechanism and all communications are carried out via object invocations. Similar to other microkernel-based systems, coherence control is implemented by external pagers and only one protocol is provided. Again COMMOS is different from these systems in that it supports multiple coherence protocols and the addition of new protocols. Further research in Clouds [3] proposes to support multiple coherence protocols in a runtime library and applications can choose whatever protocols they require by explicitly invoking library calls to maintain memory coherence. In COMMOS, clients need not be concerned with explicit invocation of coherence control operations.
Some Although ODBMS can be provided as a value-adding service for COMMOS, they are mainly concerned with higher level issues such as database management, languagelevel objects, multiple-language support, and friendly application interfaces. COMMOS is concerned with the operating system support level.
COMMOS architecture

Objects and types
Objects in COMMOS are defined as logical entities that can be mapped into co&uous regions of a virtual address space. They can be shared by multiple processes on different network nodes. When an object is mapped, it can be read or written by simply reading or writing an address location within the address space corresponding to the offset of the byte in the object. The use of the term 'object' here does not imply any sophisticated concept used in objectoriented programming languages. It is solely an array of uninteerpreted bytes, or more precisely, an array of pages, possibly associated with some backing secondary storage, which can be used to contain and enclose language-level objects; Class code can be bound to it by an object-oriented programming language runtime libriry.
Each object is an instance of a type. Here type means different logical data abstractions that can be managed in different ways, such as executable code, data, stack, file and other persistent object types. This provides the flexibility for implementing a number of aspects of virtual memory management and persistent object management, such as paging algorithms and object coherence protocols. Objects are named by globally unique and location independent names that can be used to refer to objects from anywhere in the distributed system. A name can be a fixed-length bit pattern identifier or a path name such as that used in NFS. The access control list (ACL) method has been chosen to protect objects from unauthorized client accesses.
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Integrated coherence control
One way to ensure object coherence in distributed systems is to allow multiple readers to read a specific object fragmentt at the same time but writers must have exclusive access [6] . This can be assured by a pessimistic or optimistic concurfency control mechanism. Pessimistic concurrency conixol with a locking interface is employed in the current implementation of COMMOS. However, optimistic concurrency control, such as that used in the Warp coherence mechanism [Z], is also possible. In either case, high-level concurrency control is integrated with low-level coherence control so that the number of messages required to maintain memory coherence is reduced and system-wide synchronisation is achieved without a centralized concurrency control mechanism.
COMMOS layers
Memory management in COMMOS is divide& into two layers: the basic virtual memory management (VMM) layer ana the object management (OM) layer (see figure 1) .
Above these layers, there may be other value-adding clients, such as persistent programming languages, database management systems, and persistent shared virtual memory. The VMM layer manages the local memory and is further divided into the machine-dependent and machineindependent parts.
The machine-dependent part is concerned with managing the memory management unit (MMU) hardware and catches all page faults. The machineindependent part is concerned with managing address maps, satisfying the page faults for zero-filled objects and An object frogment is part of an object. which may be mapped into a higher-level logical dam structure, such as a language-level objcct or a record.
Design issues
Granularity
The granularity of memory, at which coherence is maintained, is an important design issue. The larger the granularity, the greater the contention will be. To reduce memory contention, a small granularity is desirable. In a typical network environment, due to the overhead of the software protocols, the transmission of large packets that may contain thousands of bytes is not much more expensive than the transmission of small ones. Therefore, large granularity is expected to improve the network throughput. In the emerging ATM network environments, network throughput improves while the packet size increases to a certain point [12, 191. Beyond that point (8K Bytes for IP in the environment used in [12]), the throughput drops because segmentation and reassembly takes more time. Meanwhile, a page represents the smallest memory unit on which protection can be enforced by the memory management hardware and existing page fault schemes can be used. A page-based approach therefore seems natural and is adopted providing an interface between the VMM layer and the OM in COMMOS. Locks to variable length granularity are layer.
supported in the public interface but they are translated into The OM layer manages shared memory-mapped objects the underlying page-based mechanism. Some researchers and consists of three components: persistent object have started exploring memory management techniques When objects are mapped on multiple network nodes, (CoherMgr). For each coherence protocol, there is one one-to-many communication is needed to maintain object CoherMgr and multiple CoherSvrs, one per node. One coherence. For example, one-to-many communication is set of CoherMgr and CoherSvrs can manage multiple needed for invalidating the copy set in write-invalidate protocols. This is illustrated in figure 2 .
protocols and for propagating updates in write-update Finally an interface is provided for its clients to protocols. Using the traditional one-to-one RPC to carry out manipulate objects. The process that createS an object or one-to-many communication would introduce significant that first maps a shared object can override the default delay. This problem is exacerbated by the fact that an RPC coherence protocol by explicitly specifying this via the to a dead or unreachable computer must time out before the connection is declared broken and the next computer interface.
is tried. A simple broadcast is not advisable because all nodes in the system have to process each broadcast request. Multicast is useful since it involves only the interested nodes. However, raw multicast is difficult to use and not
MultiRPC [29]
retains one-to-one RPC semantics while overlapping the computation and communication overheads at each of the destinations by sending a single request to multiple servers and awaiting their individual responses. In a system without multicast suppart, the actual transmission is done sequentially. However, the resultant concurrent in efficiency Over a sequence of standard RPC calls. The client is responsible for supplying a handler routine for any server operation that is used in a MultiRPC call. This handler is called by the runtime as each individual response arrives; it is used both for providing individual server return codes to the client and for giving the client control 205 Figure 2 . The COMMOS OM-layer architecture.
Fault tolerance
Processors and network connections may fail by crashing.
all network interfaces or drivers support multicast.
As pointed out by [6], failure transparency is expensive and hence is not desirable to be supported in the low-level architecture, When a failure occurs, an exception is raised and passed to the affected client. It is up to the clients to react in the face of failures.
failure. An election scheme Can be introduced for fault tolerance. over the continuation or termination of the MultiRPC call. MultiRPC guarantees source ordering. In the absence of network and machine crashes, it guarantees that a request (or response) will be processed exactly once; otherwise, it guarantees that it will beprocessed at most once. Both communication failure and, site failure are detected although they are not distinguishable for the caller. MultiRPC can make use of multicast if the underlying system has such support. This mechanism is adopted as the remote interprocess communication tool in COMMOS.
Deadlock and prevention
The programming interface provides users with facilities to acquire and release locks for object fragments. A parameter is used to indicate whether the caller is to be blocked if a requested lock cannot be granted immediately. This supports higher level concurrency control such as two-phase locking with deadlock detection for transaction support.
When a lock for an object fragment that consists of multiple pages is requested, the corresponding page locks are requested in incremental order to avoid the possibility of deadlock. Deadlock could occur, however, if locks are requested for small object fragments that reside on the same page. The possibilities are selfdeadluck and inter-thread deadlock.
The self-deadlock of a thread is illustrated in figure 3(a) . After successfully obtaining a read lock for a small fragment A of object Z, a thread requests a write lock for another fragment B in the same page as A. Since the underlying locking mechanism actually locks the whole page, this thread would never get the write lock for B before it releases the read lock for A. This may occur with any conflicting locks; readlwrite and writelwrite. Self-deadlock can be prevented by keeping a list of threads that hold 206 a lock in the page lock mechanism and checking before a lock request is denied. When a write lock for a page is requested, if the caller thread holds and is the only one who holds a read lock of the page, the write lock is granted. If a read lock for a page is requested and the calling thread holds the write lock for the page, the read lock is granted.
Threads that request fine-grained locks on the same page can result in inter-thread deadlocks. Figure 3(b) , shows an example. After successfully obtaining read locks for fragments A and B, thread T and T I request write locks for fragments C and D. Because there are two holders of the read lock for page N their requests can not be satisfied unless one of them releases the read lock. A deadlock occurs. A simple way to prevent inter-thread deadlock is to use the non-blocking mode of lock request and spin-wait for a certain amount of time. If the lock is still not granted then release all the locks held, e.g. abort a transaction.
Coherence protocols
Two groups of coherence protocol, write-invalidate and write-update, are supported in the current design. They are derived from well known protocols and the modifications made in this work do not change their correctness. m e locking mechanism is integrated with the coherence control mechanism. When a copy of a page is requested to satisfy a page fault, the owner CoherSvr has to obtain a local read lock for the page before it can send a copy of the page to the faulting node. In the write-update protocols, in addition, when the owner multicasts an update, the CoherSvr that receives the update has to wait for all the reading threads to complete their current reading sessions before it can actually update the local cache. This assures the multiple-readerlsingle-writer constraint in distributed environments. System wide concurrency control is achieved without a global locking mechanism. Also in the write-update protocol, releasing a write lock to a page triggers the POM to multicast the up-to-date state of the page to the copy set.
The write-invalidate protocols, namely the centralizedcontrol protocol and the distributed-control protocol, are derived from those used in the I V Y shared virtual memory system [23] but differ in several ways. First, coherence control in IVY is not integrated with concurrency control.
It is prone to thrashing. For example, if two nodes compete for write access to a single page, it may be transferred back and forth at such a high rate that no real work can get done. By integrating low-level coherence control with high-level concumency control, this ping-pong effect can be avoided in COMMOS because the page is only transferred to another node when a write lock on the page is released. Hence, the number of messages required to maintain object coherence is reduced. Second, COMMOS supports persistent data object sharing and the clients can choose different protocols for different applications while IVY provides a flat shared virtual address space without persistence and its clients have no flexibility to apply different protocols to different applications. Third, COMMOS employs parallel. MultiRPC for one-to-many communications while IVY uses only simple RPC.
The implementation of the write-update protocols is simplified by integrating low-level coherence control with the high-level locking mechanism. The reason is that the standard kernel-level page fault handling is unsuited to the task of processing updates in the way that the write-update option requires. Also the number of messages required to maintain object coherence is reduced because the multiple updates to a page are grouped in a single message to propagate to the copy set when the write lock is released.
Coherence mechanism
All coherence protocols discussed above are supported by a set of CoherMgr and CoherSvrs. The CoherMgr provides POMs with facilities to open and close shared persistent objects, to write modifications back to the storage server and to obtain page data or write permission. It also provides CoherSvrs with facilities to update the owner information on the CoherMgr and to forward POMs' requests. The CoherSvr provides POMs with facilities to obtain page data or write permission. It also provides the CoherMgr and other CoherSvrs with facilities to forward POMs' requests, to invalidate or update object pages. New coherence protocols can be added by modifying the implementation of the existing CoherMgr and CoherSvr or by adding new sets of CoherMgr and CoherSvrs.
Implementation
The prototype system Consists of three MVME147 (MC68030) machines running the Wanda [6] microkernel operating'system and a DEC 3100 workstation running Ultrix 4.3 as shown in figure 4.
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MultiRPC has been ported onto Wanda and is running over the UDPlLp communication protocols without multicast support. TCPWPAF' is implemented on Wanda using a user space process called the internet server.
The POM and CoherSvr are implemented on Wanda.
The CoherMgr is implemented on Ultrix and a storuge server (StorSvr) emulator using NFS as the backing store is implemented to provide the persistent storage for the prototype system. They communicate using MultiRPC over a non-dedicated Ethernet. Both write-invalidate protocols are implemented.
Objects are named by NFS path names. Each object is represented by an entry in an object table, which contains information about the object such as its name and type and which paging algorithm and coherence protocol to apply to the object. This object table is mapped into the address spaces of POMs so that it can be used to interact with the user processes. The Wanda event mechanism is used to notify'a POM of events occurring on an object that require its attention. The POM examines the state of the object and gets the necessary information to deal with the event, then returns to user space. After serving the event, it returns the results to the threads waiting on the event and unblocks them. When a POM is invoked to service a page fault, it
checks to see what coherence protocol is to be applied. If this field is not nil, the POM gets the coherence information of the object page and acts accordingly. After the page data or the write permission is obtained, it sets the new coherence information, such as the access type, the owner and the copy set of the object page.
A process consists of various objects namely a code object, a dam object, a bss (uninitialized data) object, a stack object, an environ object, and other objects created or mapped by the process. Information about where and how an object is mapped is contained in a process map, which is mapped read-onZy into the address space of the process as part of its initialisation. Each entry in the table, known as a map-entry, contains the name of the object, the type of the object, the starting address and the length of the object, the access rights of the user, the index of the map-entry in the process map and the number of threads accessing the object in the same address space [25] . User processes are managed by a privileged user process called the process server (ProcSvr). The CoherMgr can be implemented on the same node as the StorSvr or on any ordinary node. In the prototype implementation it is implemented as lightweight threads on Ultrix sharing a process address space with the StorSvr.
The light-weight process (LWP) package provided with RPC2 [29] is used to support multiple,lightweight threads. The prototype CoherSvr is implemented as lightweight threads sharing an address space with the prototype POM. However there is no conceptual constraint in the architecture which would prevent the CoherSvr from being implemented as a separate use;-level process. In fact, if there exist multiple POMs for different object tyEes which share the services provided by a CoherSvr, the CoherSvr is better implemented as a separate process. The time to fetch a remote page to service a read fault is shown in table 2. When the CoherMgr is used as a relay node, it means that the faulting node makes its request to the CoherMgr. In the oentralized-control protocol, when the owner is another CoherSvr, a nested RPC (faulting node to CoherMgr, then to owner) is used to achieve the page fetch. Such a nested RPC is counted as 2 RPCs in this section. In the distributed-control protocol, in order to avoid multilevel nested RF' C in the case that the request has to be forwarded more than once, a separate RPC is used in the CoherSvr to either send the page data to the faulting node or to forward the request to the probable owner known by the node.
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The time to fetch a page to service a write fault is shown in table 3.
It can be seen that the time taken to service a write fault when there are one or two nodes in the copy set is almost the same. This provides further evidence that the use of MultiRPC improves the p&formance of one-tomany communications significantly. When the owner of the page requested is another Wanda machine, an operation is invoked to write the modified data back to the secondary store. This explains why the time to service a write fault is longer than the time to service a read fault in the ' same situation. Because the CoherMgr runs on a Unix system there is a degree of unpredictability in any timings which involve it. Efforts have been made to reduce the unpredictability: first by ensuring that all the measurements are taken in the middle of the night and that there are no other user processes running on the machine thus reducing unpredictability of process scheduling; second by ensuring that the S t o r k closes the file at the end of every page fetch in order to eliminate the unpredictability of file buffer the system services run in the kernel. Second, while the architecture is aiming for future high speed and wide address space environments, the prototype is implemented on slow machines and a slow network. Third, as described above, file caching is not used in the measurements to avoid unpredictability. It should also be noticed that the protofype has not been specially tuned for optimal performance.
By comparing the figures of tables 2 and 3 with those of table 1, it can be seen that the major cost is communication and NFS file access. The overhead for servicing multiple coherence protocols at the same time is not significant. As more powerful processors and faster networks become widely used, in conjunction with the use of a faster storage system, COMMOS will become a viable approach to build distributed applications.
Persistent C++: an example of the value-adding layer
As an example of the value-adding layer, a prototype Ctt class library, which makes use of the object mapping and locking mechanisms provided by COMMOS to support distributed persistent programming, has been built. A GNU g++ 2.3.3 cross compiler has been configured and installed on mips Ultrix to generate executable code for Wanda.
Tested code fra-gnents illustrating the implementation can be found in [17] .
In C++ [30] , an object can be created by the operator new and destroyed by the operator delete. The new operator attempts to create an object of the object type to which it is applied and returns a pointer to the object created. It will call the function operator new0 to obtain storage. The first argument must be of type size-t, an implementation-dependent integral type defined in the standard header cstddef .h>. An object created by the new operator exists until it is explicitly destroyed by the d e l e t e operator. The delete operator may be applied only to a pointer retumed by new or to zero.
It is possible to take over memory management for a class by defining operator new0 and operator d e l e t e 0. This remains possible and is even more useful for a class that is the base for many derived classes.
This feature makes supporting distributed persistent programming on COMMOS very straightforward. What should be done is to define a base class for persistent object classes and implement the operators new and delete to map and unmap persistent object states.
After defining the operators new and d e l e t e for the base class of all persistent object classes, application programmers can define their own persistent classes as derived classes of the base class and use operators new and delete to map and unmap objects.
No modification to compilers is required. The class library implementors and the end users need not be concerned about the location of objects and data movement between main memory and backing store.
Conclusions
The major contribution of this work is exploring the architectural support for flexible coherence and persistence for distributed systems. The architecture supports multiple coherence protocols and allows clients to choose the most suitable protocols for their applications. It also supports the addition of other coherence protocols by the addition of new coherence managers and servers.
Through the COMMOS architecture, main memory has been integrated with secondary storage and local memory with remote memory in distributed computing environments while the system is kept open to meet different requirements for different applications. The prototype implementation and performance measurements have demonstrated the practicability and feasibility of this approach.
The current design of COMMOS enables clients to advise the system to apply different coherence protocols to different types of object. More flexible schemes, such as individual object coherence and adaptive coherence may be desirable and can easily be added.
Exploitation of the functionality of the system to support high-level applications, such as distributed persistent programming languages, distributed databases and computer-supported cooperative work will be the ultimate demonstration of the feasibility of the approach.
